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INTRODUCTION
A key goal of The Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) project is to scaffold the
development of tutoring scenarios that support team-training and assessment (Sinatra, 2018). As Ruis and
colleagues (Ruis, Hampton, Goldberg, & Shaffer, 2018) argue, a critical component of team training and
assessment is the ability to model team performance. In this paper, we describe a specific approach to
modeling team performance at both the individual and team levels that prior work suggests is more valid
than extant approaches. Moreover, we argue that modeling team performance is not sufficient on its
own—given the goals of team tutors, we also need visualizations that effectively summarize team
performance and provide actionable information at both the team level and the individual level. Here, we
describe the design of a team-tutoring dashboard that would allow tutors to monitor individual and team
performance in real-time. This system could inform assessment or guide the delivery of feedback either in
real-time or after the tutoring scenario is complete.

TEAM PERFORMANCE
When individuals on teams solve problems, their processes include (a) actions toward accomplishing a
task and (b) actions toward managing the processes of collaboration. Thus, team processes are not simply
the sum of individual actions; rather, individual actions interact with one another, creating a context
independent of any single individual. As interactions unfold, they contribute to the common ground, or
the shared knowledge and experience that exists between people when they interact (Clark, 1996). As a
result, the discourse of the team is interdependent: the actions of one individual impact the actions of
others on the team. Moreover, team processes have an important temporal dimension: team processes
unfold in time and are interpreted with respect to the immediately preceding actions—or recent temporal
context—not the entire history of team interaction (Reimann, 2009; Suthers & Desiato, 2012).
This complexity suggests that valid models of team performance at the team level should account for
relationships among the recent contributions of the team, and valid models at the individual level should
account for relationships between a given individual’s contributions and the recent contributions of the
rest of the team.

Modeling Team Performance
Despite these suggestions, many extant modeling approaches still employ coding-and-counting (Chi,
1997; Suthers, 2006). At the team level, this involves aggregating behavioral markers or codes over the
entire history of a team task or scenario, ignoring temporal aspects of team processes. Similarly, codingand-counting at the individual level ignores temporality, and because it separates the processes of
individuals from the processes of the team, it also ignores the interactive and interdependent aspects of
individual contributions (Csanadi, Eagan, Shaffer, Kollar, & Fischer, 2018). More nuanced analyses are
often conducted with techniques that model frequent sequential events in data, such as sequential pattern

mining; however, similar to coding-and-counting, such techniques can only model individuals irrespective
of the team (Swiecki, Lian, Ruis, & Shaffer, in press [A]).
An alternative approach that can account for these critical aspects of team processes at the team and
individual levels is epistemic network analysis (ENA) (Shaffer, 2017; Shaffer, Collier, & Ruis, 2016;
Shaffer & Ruis, 2017). Specifically, ENA models team activity by identifying categories of action,
communication, cognition, and other relevant features and characterizing them with appropriate coding
schemes into smaller sets of domain-relevant nodes. The weights of the connections among network
nodes (i.e., the association structure of key elements in the domain) are then computed and visualized.
Critically, ENA models team actions and interactions in such a way that it is possible to extract information about each team member’s contributions to team performance.
ENA uses statistical and visualization techniques to enable comparison of the salient properties of
different networks, including networks generated by different teams or by teams at different points in
time, teams in different spatial locations, or teams engaged in different activities. These salient properties
are modeled not just in terms of the general structure of the networks, but ENA also extracts properties
relevant to the actual content of the network.
In other words, ENA can analyze (a) what teams are doing, (b) how they are thinking, (c) what role
individuals are playing in team performance, and (d) how teams compare to one another in the context of
real problem solving. Moreover, prior work using ENA to model the performance of U.S. military
teams—a key domain of interest for GIFT—has shown that ENA has both statistical and interpretive
advantages compared to coding-and-counting and sequential pattern mining (Swiecki et al., in press [A];
Swiecki, Ruis, Farrell, & Shaffer, in press [B]).

TEAM-TUTORING DASHBOARD
While models such as those produced by ENA are useful tools for examining team performance, they are
designed primarily for researchers. As such, their affordances are not necessarily aligned with the goals of
other audiences that have an interest in understanding team performance, such as tutors or the teams
themselves (Swiecki & Shaffer, 2018). For example, an important goal of researchers is to advance their
understanding of phenomena or make predictions, and they are trained to understand and use complex
models and visualizations to help them do so. Tutors, on the other hand, need to assess performance and
guide interventions, and they may lack the training required to effectively use complex models and
visualizations. In turn, tutors need tools that quickly highlight the teams or individuals that need their
attention the most, while also providing them information that can guide their interventions.
As a first step toward integrating such a system with GIFT, we have created preliminary designs of a
team-tutoring dashboard. This dashboard uses simplified ENA models to provide actionable information
on the performance of teams and individuals. These designs are based on prior work in which we
successfully designed, built, and implemented an ENA-driven team performance dashboard in a
simulation-based learning environment (Herder et al., 2018). The ENA models presented in the designs
are based on prior work by Swiecki and colleagues (in press [A], in press [B]). We summarize the data
and relevant models from this work in more detail below.

ENA Models of Team Performance
As part of the Tactical Decision Making Under Stress project, sixteen teams participated in training
scenarios to test the impact of a new decision-support system on team performance in the context of air

defense warfare (Johnston, Poirier, & Smith-Jentsch, 1998). During the scenarios, teams needed to detect
and identify ships and aircraft (referred to as tracks), assess whether they were threats, and decide how to
respond. Each team consisted of six members who held either a leadership role, such as the Commanding
Officer (CO), or a support role, such as the Electronic Warfare Supervisor (EWS). The dataset consists of
transcripts of team communications and performance scores for each team.
To create the ENA models, we developed and validated an automated coding scheme that captured the
critical aspects of the team task. After coding, we used ENA to create models at the team and individual
level. The ENA algorithm uses a sliding window to construct a network for each turn of talk in the data,
showing how codes in the current turn of talk are connected to codes within the recent temporal context.
In other words, ENA defines a connection between codes as their co-occurrence within a specific number
of turns of talk. To create networks for each unit of analysis, ENA aggregates the networks associated
with their turns of talk. In this way, ENA can model the network of connections that each team or
individual makes between concepts and actions while taking into account the recent actions of others
(Siebert-Evenstone et al., 2017).
Two coordinated representations are produced for each team or individual network: an ENA score and a
weighted network graph. ENA uses a dimensional reduction via spectral value decomposition (SVD) to
create an ENA score for each team or individual that summarizes their network of connections. These
scores give their location in the ENA space created by the dimensional reduction. Typically, this
dimensional reduction maximizes the variance accounted for by each dimension. However, ENA can also
combine SVD with a hyperplane projection such that the first dimension maximizes the variance between
the means of two subpopulations—for example, high and low performing teams—present in the data.
The nodes of the weighted network graphs correspond to codes, and the edges are proportional to the
relative frequency of connection between two codes. The positions of the network graph nodes are fixed
across networks, and their positions are determined by an optimization algorithm that minimizes the
difference between the ENA scores and their corresponding network centroids. This relationship implies
that ENA scores toward the extremes of a dimension have network graphs with strong connections
between nodes located on the extremes. As a result, dimensions in this ENA space distinguish teams in
terms of connections between codes whose nodes are located at the extremes. In addition, ENA can
produce network difference graphs which subtract the edge weights of two networks to show the
connections that are strongest in one network relative to another.
At the team level, our analysis suggested that high performing teams made frequent connections between
tactical information, such as track behavior and track detection, and tactical actions such as combat
orders. Low performing teams made relatively frequent connections to seeking information, suggesting
that they had difficulty maintaining situational awareness (Figure 1, left).
At the individual level, our analysis suggested connections for leadership and support roles that distinguished those on high and low performing teams. Connections that distinguished individuals in leadership
roles were very similar to those that distinguished high from low performing teams, so we do not describe
them in detail here. Individuals in support roles on high performing teams made frequent connections to
status updates, suggesting that they played a critical role in updating the team on the evolving tactical
situation. Individuals in support roles on low performing teams made more frequent connections to
seeking information which suggests that they were focused on repairing the team’s understanding of the
tactical situation (Figure 1, right).

Figure 1. ENA Models of Team Performance: ENA difference network between high performing teams (left,
green) and low performing teams (left, red). ENA difference network between individuals in support roles on high
performing teams (right, green) and individuals in support roles on low performing teams (right, red). Difference
network for individuals in leadership roles not shown due to similarity with team network.

In the next section, we describe our process for integrating ENA models in to a team-tutoring dashboard
using these data and results as an example.

Dashboard Designs
The proposed dashboard features a performance overview of all teams and individuals and the ability to
drill down to more specific information about the performance of a team or individual. In the performance
overview (Figure 2), each row represents a different individual in a particular role (e.g., CO, EWS, etc.)
grouped by their team; each column represents a different training scenario. For a given scenario, high
performing individuals are indicated by a green circle, average performers are shown in yellow, and low
performers in red. Team members with no activity a represented by an empty circle, and those with no
relevant activity by a grey circle. High, average, and low performance indicators are determined by
thresholds on the distribution of ENA scores from either the leadership or support ENA model. For these
designs, thresholds were set at the first and third quartile of the distributions, but in the general case, they
would be customizable.
This overview has several affordances for team tutors. First, it provides a quick reference for how teams
or individuals are performing, and thus directs attention to those who may need an intervention. Second, it
presents the performance of a team or individual in the context of others, which facilitates comparisons.
Third, the horizontal axis allows tutors to track performance over time to examine and compare trends.
Finally, the vertical axis allows tutors to track performance across a given scenario to examine whether
that scenario is more or less difficult than others. Such affordances are important because they scaffold
decisions about whether an intervention is necessary and what kind of intervention to provide. For
example, a CO who has high performance across all scenarios but one would likely need a different
intervention than a CO whose performance was more variable over time.

Figure 2. Performance Overview

By clicking a team or individual, tutors can drill down to see more detailed information about their
performance. For example, Figure 3 shows a simplified network model of one team’s performance at the
end of a training scenario. Green connections between codes are characteristic of high performing teams;
red connections are characteristic of low-performing teams. In other words, high-performing teams will
have a higher frequency of green connections relative to red.
To create this simplified network model, we selected the connections from the ENA models described
above that explained the most variance between high and low performing teams in the dataset—that is,
the connections at the extremes of the first dimension in the ENA space. Unlike the models described
above, the node placement of the simplified networks is designed for easy comprehension, with nodes
connected by green (i.e., indicative of high performance) connections placed at the top of the display. In
addition, this drill down view shows the team activity represented in the network model—in this case, the
coded team transcript. Turns of talk in the activity record with black circles have a code present in the
turn. Below the network is a description of the connections present in the network (See Figure 5 for more
details). Note that placeholder text is used for the activity record and network description in all designs
except those in Figure 5.

Figure 3. Team Network Model

Tutors can access similar drill downs for each individual on the team. For example, Figure 4 shows the
network visualization of this team’s EWS, who holds a support role, at the end of a training scenario.
Green connections are characteristic of high-performing individuals in support roles; red connections are
characteristic of low performing individuals in support roles. To create simplified network visualizations
for individuals in either leadership or support roles, we selected the connections from the ENA models
described above that explained the most variance between individuals in those roles who were on high
performing versus low performing teams. Node placements match the positions of the team networks to
maintain visual consistency between individuals and teams.

Figure 4. Network Model

Tutors can use the arrows in the description below the network model to step through the scenario in time
and review each connection (and the activity contributing to the connection) made by the individual or
team. For example, in Figure 5, we can see the first connection made by the team’s CO in this training
scenario. Here, the CO is responding to tactical information from the Tactical Action Officer (TAO) with
an order.

Figure 5. Network Review

In addition to stepping through the network model, tutors can examine the activity contributing to a
connection by clicking the connection in the network model. As shown in Figure 6, clicking a connection
in the network highlights the most recent activity in which the connection occurred.

Figure 6. Connection Inspection

Similarly, as shown in Figure 7, tutors can also click a segment of activity in the activity record to
highlight any connections that may have occurred within the recent temporal context of that segment.

Figure 7. Activity Inspection

Features such as stepping through the network model and investigating connections and their corresponding activity can facilitate after-action reviews by the tutor with teams or specific individuals.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The work presented here suggests two recommendations for GIFT. First, team-tutoring assessments in
GIFT should include models, such as ENA, that account for the interactive, interdependent, and temporal
nature of team processes at both the team and individual levels. Second, in order to be successful, such
assessments should include actionable visualizations that help tutors monitor, assess, and provide
feedback on team performance. The designs described above are one proposal for such an approach.
While these designs used specific data from a particular domain for illustrative purposes, the approach is
agnostic to both the kind of data collected and the domain from which it comes. The only constraints are
that the data consists of a machine readable record of ordered events, which may be talk, gestures, mouseclicks, or other actions, and that there exists a reliable automated coding scheme for the data. In cases
where the data is not in a textual format, such as raw audio or video recordings, the system would need a
means of converting the data in real-time into a format which could be automatically coded. Moreover,
while the network models described here were data driven, it is also possible for authors to specify a
priori the connections that distinguish high and low performance for teams and individuals.
Our future work will include adapting the dashboard designs to different team structures, such as squads
or platoons, and mapping the components of these designs to the inputs of domain knowledge files that
manage assessment and pedagogical requests for teams or individuals during a GIFT-managed scenario.
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